
Sailor for a Day Program

This Sailor is from your hometown. 

Don’t you think your viewers should 

know what they’re doing today?

Come to Norfolk and

tell the story of your 

Hometown Heroes



This is a reporter, like you!

This is a reporter, like you!

An exclusive
3-Day

opportunity to join forces 
with your Hometown Heroes

Rare opportunity – perfect for sweeps and 

social media. 

Learn how the Navy operates 
Under, on and above the sea

Schedule of Events
Day 1

Become a Sailor: learn to wear the uniform

Visit Navy ship and submarine

Get in the pool for water survival training

Fly in a Navy helicopter
Day 2

Train with Maritime Security Forces

Ride in a Navy Hovercraft

Jam with a Navy band
Day 3

Overnight visit to an Aircraft Carrier at-sea

**Actual schedule may vary**

Tell the Navy story,
Inspire local pride!

Sailor For a Day
What you’ll do… 

Dress like a Sailor

Talk like a Sailor

Eat like a Sailor

Meet real Sailors, maybe even an admiral 

Hands–on Navy experience

So much more…

What you’ll see…

Surface Warfare Ships

Amphibious Assault Ships

Aircraft Carriers

Submarines

Fighter Jets

Helicopters

Expeditionary Units

Training Simulators

So much more…



Madisyn.s.hansen.mil@us.navy.mil

Check it out

for yourself

Sailor for a Day Program

“What an unforgettable week getting a glimpse 
of the U.S. Navy! Including completing 
underwater survival training in a full flight suit, 
flying in a Seahawk…! 

Wendi Lane, ABC Tampa Bay

CLICK below to see stories

Steve Price, CBS 8 San Diego 

“I appreciate the Navy giving CBS 8 this chance to 
glimpse the fantastic work our Sailors do every 
day!”

MacLeod Hageman, NBC 26 Green Bay 

“I have to say the best part of this experience 
was really connecting with Sailors!”

Not Sailors, but real reporters!

*
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